
    

 

The Secrets of Growing Quality Cacti and other Succulents 

                        Wendell S. (Woody) Minnich 2013 
 

How do you find out what the secrets are? They are important strategies   
about how to grow to plants well and they can be accomplished 
by doing five easy things: visiting habitats, traveling from garden to 
garden the world over, participating in shows, accessing numerous 
cactus and succulents books, and most importantly, talking with 
the growers of these wonderful plants.  It is your awesome 
opportunity to learn from these various experiences! 
 
With these experiences, it doesn’t take long to learn the many different approaches on how to learn the many 
different approaches on how to grow quality cacti and succulents. Like most things, years of experience help, but 
seeing cacti and succulents in the field (their natural habitat) gives one incredibly valuable insight. Also, visiting 
numerous collections and gardens around the world helps add an even greater dimension to the understanding 
of cultivation in various environments. Participating in cactus and succulent shows is another great way to give one 
a full perspective on how to present and grow quality plants. Last, but not least, read the books! Don’t hesitate to 
use all of these available means to add to your information bank, and mostly, don’t be afraid to ask questions. 
“Why” is the biggest word in the world! Many of the factors for growing quality plants aren’t really secrets, but 
often only the stories not shared or observed! 
 

We will refer to both cacti and succulents as “succulent” because all cacti are 
succulent. Succulent plants are what they are for a reason! The storage of 
water is what gives them their succulent character and this storage is what 
gives them the ability to survive in often harsh habitats. The great majority  
of our succulent plants come from the deserts or relatively arid regions. These 
environments are usually often very dry, and usually lack, moisture  
for extended periods of time. These same habitats are usually very sunny and 
often reach high summer temperatures when moisture can so quickly be lost. 
Thus, our plants are succulent, because they must have water storage to get 
them through the often extended hot or dry times. 

 
                      (Continued on following page.) 
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Due to the variable environment that our succulent plants come from, there are so many 
considerations that one must keep in mind. These factors include: 

• At what time of the year does water generally become available and how? 

• What are the high and low temperatures and air movement from the dry to wet times? 

• What is the substrate, soils or rock or bark, the growing medium? 

• Does the substrate contain minerals, acids, alkalinity and or nutrients? 

• What is the plant’s method of water storage, leaves, stems or roots – tubers? 

• What is the plant’s method of acquiring water – roots or foliar? 

• What is the plant’s orientation to the sun, amount of exposure, nurse plants, etc.? 

• What is the plant’s ability to take or need cold temperatures? 

• What are the plant’s root-system needs, confinement or open, drainage, temperatures? 

• When does the plant grow or when is it dormant? 

• What is the elevation at which the plant naturally grows? 

• When does the plant normally flower and fruit? 

• Does the plant have any symbiotic relationships? 

• What are the plant’s enemies: insects, bacteria, fungi, animals, etc.? 

 
 

 

 

 In a general way, we will cover all of these aspects and how they relate to you 
and your and your overall growing environment. Each one of us live in a slightly, 
to extremely different micro niche. It is from all of the above-mentioned 
factors and how we apply them that will determine how successfully we  
grow our plants. Don’t forget, much like life itself, it is often from our mistakes 

that we gain our greatest learning experiences.  
 

Woody, as he is commonly known, grew up in the Mojave Desert and has 
had an attraction to desert plants and animals since the early 1950’s. He has 
been involved with the cactus and succulent world for over 52 years, as a 
grower, field explorer, club and organization leader, writer, photographer,  
lecturer and presenter. 
 
Having been a speaker all over the world, Woody is most often associated  
with giving presentations on his field work from the places he has traveled, 
such as:  Argentina, Australia, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Madagascar, Mexico, 
Namibia, New Zealand, Peru, Socotra, South Africa, the United States  
and Yemen. To date, this makes 128 major trips. He is also recognized for  
 

Woody’s Bio: 

 
having operated the nursery Cactus Data Plants since 1975. Woody’s show quality plants were 
often considered one of the standards for staging and horticultural achievement. His favorite 
genera include: Adenium, Ariocarpus, Astrophytum, Copiapoa, Cyphostemma, Fouquieria, 
Gymnocalycium, Lithops, Mammillaria, Melocactus, Pachypodium, Turbinicarpus, Uebelmannia, 
and Pachycauls in general.  

 
(Continued on following page.) 
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He has published numerous articles and reviews in various journals (CSSA) and his photography is 
featured in many books including; “The Copiapoa” by Schulz, “The Mammillaria Handbook” by Pilbeam, 
“The Cactus Lexicon” By Hunt and Charles, as well as many others. As of November 2017, he is 
featured as the primary photographer in the sold out book “The Xerophile.” This book specializes in 
what the authors call, The Obsessed Field workers from around the world. He is also featured in electronic 
articles about conservation from “MNN Mother Nature Network” and “The Guardian Newspaper.” 

Woody and his wife, Kathy, live in Cedar Grove, New Mexico. He is a retired secondary school 
teacher of 32 years where he taught Graphics, Art and Architecture. In the cactus and succulent 
hobby, Woody is recognized for his high energy and creative spirit. As an educator, he has become an 
important part of the hobby and thus is an honorary life member of thirteen C&S societies across 
the country. He has been president, show and sale chair, newsletter editor, program chair, and 
plant of the month coordinator. Woody has also served on the CSSA board and numerous societies 
in many other leadership positions. He is a co-creator, and currently the president, of the Santa 
Fe Cactus and Succulent Club. With 52 years in the hobby and 64 years in the field (old fart), he 
has many experiences to share and thousands of photos to show. 

        

 STRING OF TURTLES  
                          by Karen Willoughby 

 
Peperomia Prostata is both a succulent and tropical plant native to the 
Brazilian rainforest, Central America and Mexico.  Also known as String  
of Turtles for the coloration and markings on the leaves it is still a rather 
expensive little plant. Long before this became as popular a plant as it 
is now, I found my current plant at, of all places, Walmart.  I know when 
I see plants I have never seen before that I need to buy them without much 
thought. Crazy plant lady behavior but I have not seen another since. My  
mature plant is at least 3-4 years old and hangs over my kitchen sink in 
a North facing window.  It gets lots of humidity because I hand wash   
dishes right below the plant.  It does like humidity very much. It has lived  
in this location the entire time I have had it and obviously is happy there  
as it blooms it’s long slender flower stalks almost constantly.  I water the 
plant every week and a half or so with a dilute orchid fertilizer.  It gets this at 
each watering.  The plant also gets light from the recessed LED light overhead  
but most plants love this kitchen ledge in my house and do well there.   
 
I admit I have not had any luck in propagating this plant.  Perhaps I have 
not gotten the right cuttings or been persistent enough with attempting  
to make new plants from this one.  I do notice that the leaves are smaller  
than in another plant I got recently. My biggest worry is repotting it in the future because they 
are rather fragile plants and drop leaves easily.  But for the moment, the plant is very happy 
with what I am doing now.    
 

 

 

 



           FROM THE PREZ . . .  
       Hi Members,  
 
         The Winter Silent Auction was a huge success, bringing in $1,574!  
  

Thank you to everyone who donated items and participated in 
bidding. This time we had amazing items and people really enjoyed bidding, 
especially winning. It’s a fun, safe event that we can do together, even when 
we can’t be together. All the funds made go right to the club, helping with 
bills and other events. Maybe we’ll see another auction later this year.  
 

February’s guest speaker is Woody Minnich, a fantastic presenter that has shared his 
presentations with us many times. He shares his richly colored photos from his trips around the 
world, that mesmerize everyone. We had planned for Woody to be in person this month but his 
schedule and of course COVID got in the way. Woody really enjoys being able to speak to our club 
and we will have him back in-person ASAP. We are still very excited that he will be joining us on 
Zoom. Look for the Zoom code at the top of the newsletter and in an email that will be sent a few 
days before the meeting. Hope all of you can join to watch this presentation.  
 

It’s hard to believe but the Fresno Home & Garden Show is almost here. This event is 
scheduled to take place March 4th-6th if everything goes as planned. We will be in the same building 
and the same spot as last year, along the north wall. All COVID procedures are in effect, all vendors 
and volunteers will be required to wear a mask the whole time inside the building. Last year’s Home 
& Garden brought in a lot of people, and they were hungry for plants! As with all events we are 
needing people who would like to volunteer a few hours of their time helping the club. Volunteers 
could help on registers, packaging plants, or helping the public. I will be sending a sperate email out 
that will have time slots for volunteering, and anyone interested can contact me. Anyone that 
volunteers will get a pass to get into the event, along with free parking. Please think about 
volunteering, once your time is done you can enjoy the rest of the Home & Garden Show.  
 

We still have a few past members that haven’t renewed their memberships yet. If you haven’t 
yet, you will be getting an email from me as a reminder. Then you can decide if you would like to 
renew for this year. We want to make sure everyone who wants the newsletter stays on the receiving 
list.  
 

This January has been warmer than usual, giving us some nice sunny days. It’s great to be out 
in the yard on sunny days after having so much fog. Don’t start watering your summer growers just 
yet, nights are still cold, and your plants won’t dry out quickly. Fog is moisture in the air which doesn’t 
help on drying. Make sure your plants aren’t too crowed as the moisture can cause leaves to rot. You 
want air flow to keep fungus away.  
 

Robert 
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LOOKING AHEAD … 
Fresno Home & Garden Show, March 4, 5 & 6 

Clovis Botanical Garden “Spring into Your Garden” 
plant sale, March 18-19 

*** 
CSSA WEBINAR REPORT 

Peter Breslin was the presenter for the Jan. 22nd 
webinar. The topic was “Connection Between Cactus 
and Succulent Research: how conservation science 
can create growing success.” The speaker emphasized 
that he was a grower long before he was a scientist. 
CSSA helped to finance his PhD research regarding 
Mammillaria and Cochemiea in Baja California. He 
now teaches at UCLA. One question he posed: What 
makes a plant rare? He offered these attributes: 
adaptation to niche climate; unusual soil preferences; 
habitat preferences; bacterial associations in the 
native soil; habitat fragmentation; biotic features 
(low reproduction, loss of pollinators, etc.) He 
presented case studies of plants in unique habitats  
that are not easy to grow in cultivation: Pediocactus 
(Arizona & Colorado Plateau); Sclerocactus polyancistrus 
(Mojave Desert); Coryphantha robbinsorum and 
Ancistrocactus pallidus (Chihuahuan Desert); Cochimiea 
maritima and Dudleya pachyphytum (Baja Calif. 
Coast.)  The program with all its information 
sources is available on the CSSA Facebook page. 

The next webinar will be Saturday, Feb. 5th.  Ron Haenni 
will present a program on “Companion Plants for 
Succulent Gardens.” If you are a CSSA member you 
will receive an email alert. Otherwise, check the CSSA 
website for information: 
www.cactusandsucculentsociety.org 

*** 
Don’t judge each day by the harvest you reap but by 
the seeds that you plant, 

Robert Louis Stevenson
 

 

           JANUARY WORKSHOP  
A small but enthusiastic group met online for 
the monthly workshop. Rob showed 
pelargoniums, tylecodons, “Hindu Rope Plant”, 
some sinningias and other plants. He also 
showed pics of his new tunnel hoop 
greenhouses. Discussion topics included water 
acidification. The February workshop will be 
Wednesday, Feb. 16th, 6:30 p.m. 
 

***    
Some seeds that cactus and succulent hobbyists 
try to grow require some pre-treatment, 
meaning they have to be shucked, nicked or 
filed, soaked or a combination. When soaking, 
leave the seeds in clean water overnight. If 
they are quite large you may want to give them 
24 hours to soften. Some seeds that need to be 
nicked and soaked are Ipomea, Adansonia, 
Jatropha, Bursera, and Kedrostis. Among the 
seeds that should be shucked and soaked are 
Pelargonium and Beaucarnea. 
 
A treatment for the hardier cacti and succulents 
is to sow the seeds in a moist soil mix, cover 
with clear plastic and put them in the 
refrigerator at 35 to 40 F for six to eight weeks 
creating a MOCK WINTER. After you remove 
them from the refrigerator place them in a 
warm, lighted place to germinate. Seeds that 
respond to this treatment include Sclerocactus, 
Pediocactus, opuntia, Maihuenia and 
Tephrocactus. If you live in a cold climate put 
the containers outdoors in a cold frame during 
the real winter. This last is recommended by 
Steven Brack, former owner of Mesa Garden. 
He knew that repeated cycles of freeze and 
thaw were required to crack hard seed coats 
and overcome germination inhibitors. 

***    

This month’s word: Chiropterophily = bat 
pollination of flowers. These flowers are usually 
large white bell-shaped night bloomers. Some 
bats have evolved specifically to reach the 
nectar at the bottom of them. 
 

 

 

Brenda Anderson (1st); 
Mary Drumheller (8th); 
Jannette Bautista (15th); 

Lola Sutherland (16th);   Alice Rodriguez (25th); 
Peter Beiersdorfer (25th);   Edie Chaney (29th) 

*** 
 

http://www.cactusandsucculentsociety.org/
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ARIOCARPUS 
           By Wendell S. Minnich 

 
This information sheet will not be from the books. As you 
know we can all get any information regarding the genus 
that we want by just picking up almost any cactus text. The 
idea for this brief synopsis is for me to share with you my 
personal experiences in the field, in cultivation and from 
shows, as it relates to this incredible genus. 
 
There is probably no more valuable and sought after group of cacti in the world than that of the genus 
Ariocarpus. These plants are often thought to be difficult to grow, slow of growth and expensive to buy. In general these three 
general these three statements are considered to be true, but there are exceptions and special considerations  
that should be known. 
 
In recent years the entire genus has been placed on the endangered species list. This single factor has thus 
created a supply and demand situation therefore driving up the prices of large mature or clustered specimens.  
Some of the older plants, brought into the country prior to these rulings, have demanded prices in the thousands 
of dollars. Since these specimen plants will probably never again be offered from field populations it is 
conceivable that all of these old field plants will just keep getting more valuable. I remember an old time  
member of our San Gabriel club, Chet Emory, once telling me that the best investment that I could make was to buy 
to buy a specimen Encephalartos (cycads) because they would just keep getting more and more valuable.  
He was right, and the same has become true with the genus Ariocarpus. So get the big ones when you can! 
 
The flip side to this story is that many of us growers have learned 
and perfected our methods of growing this genus. As you know, 
all ariocarpus flower in our fall (Sept.-Nov.), thus coming at a time 
when not too many other genera choose to flower, only allowing 
for us to give them more attention. Most of their flowers are  
relatively large (1” to 3” in dia.) and are usually white, pink or  
yellow in color. Pollination is very easy by following the standard  
procedure of transferring the yellow pollen to the extruded, often 
 large, stigma lobes. All species are self sterile, thus requiring the  
pollen to be from another plant. Hybrids are easy to create but please  
keep careful records. The seeds are also generally large and easy to deal  
with. The fruit is usually produced in the late spring or on into summer and is not very showy, often 
whitish or of a pink cast, and is produced around the apex of the plant from the previous year’s 
flowering. Harvesting the seeds from the crown of these plants can sometimes be problematical, as 
frequently the seed capsule will break off thus leaving some of the seed in their woolly tops. From my 
experience, seeds do not have to be fresh, but both old and new seeds will germinate well and especially 
during the mid-summer months. Seedlings need to be kept slightly moist during their first year until they 
have developed a sufficient root system. In the years to follow they can grow fairly rapidly and attain a 
flowering size in as little as three to four years, depending on the species. I have found that all ariocarpus 
love very hot (110-120 degree F) in their growing time which is from about May through September. 
They also like to be well watered and fertilized during this period and they will grow to remarkable size in 
a relatively short time.  

(Continued on following page.) 
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During the winter months it is best to keep them basically dry, warm and well lighted. Most ariocarpus 
generally get strong solar intensity year around and they don’t mind humidity during their growing season. 
I have seen A. kotschoubeyanus covered with an inch or two of water for almost a month in the Laguna 
Viesca and El Pilar regions of Northern Mexico. 

All ariocarpus come from Mexico and the United States. The sole species from the U.S. is A. fissuratus which is 
found in the Big Bend region and further south down into northern Mexico in the state of Chihuahua. A. 
fissuratus v. lloydii is its next closest relative and differs in that it grows much larger up out of the ground and 
has less fissured, rounded or smoother tubercles. Flowers for both of these taxa are large and generally 
magenta in color. A close relationship geographically and in form is A. kotschoubeyanus and its varieties 
albiflora and elephantidens. This species has the most widespread distribution of the entire genus growing 
in silty mud flats from Coahuila in northern Mexico all the way down to the shale hillsides in the state of 
Hidalgo. Its body size (1”-3” in dia.) and flowers are smaller (1”+) and range in color from magenta to white. 
The locals in some parts of Mexico call these plants the Pezuna de Venados, the “foot of the deer.” Two 
fairly new additions to the genus are A. hintonii and A. bravoanus, both rather small plants with similar looks 
to that of A. fissuratus and A. agavoides. These two species also have average size magenta flowers and 
are found in the states of Nuevo Leon and San Luis Potosi growing in rocky scrub covered hillsides. The 
smallest of the genus is A. agavoide, which comes from near Tula in the state of S.L.P. and also grows 
similarly on rubble river rock hill tops. This plant is often not visible for many months to years because goats 
love to eat the tops of these plants during periods of drought. Probably the most variable of the genus is 
the A. retusus group. This includes triangular, mucronate, lanceolate, truncate and just plain weird shaped 
tubercles. The species comes from Coahuila and occurs south into S.L.P. and carries such geographic 
names as Sp. from Aramberri and Sp. from Mina San Rafael with many, many unusual forms within each of 
the populations. A. scapharostris is a very desired smaller species from near Rayones where it only grows 
on vertical shale covered hills. Its boat shaped tubercles gives it an interesting quality all its own, and the 
flowers are also magenta and about 1” to 2” in dia. The last and the only species with yellow flowers is  
A. trigonus, and it comes from Juamave, to over the mountains near the eastern coast near Ciudad Victoria. 
This plant gets fairly large, 8” to 10” across with deep green to gray green colored tubercles. An extremely 
long tubercled variety is also encountered called A. trigonus v. elongatus. 
 
Cultivation of the genus is actually fairly easy. The entire group requires strong light, a rich mix with good 
drainage and lots of heat in the summer months. Watering should be done from about May through 
September with light feedings each watering. During the winter months watering should be done sparingly 
with no feeding. I feel that each plant should be repotted at least once every three years. Ariocarpus like 
the heat, they love the light (90%), mucho water in the summer and good ventilation. Learn your plants, 
don’t be afraid to water and you’ll love this genus. 

 
From Communique, San Gabriel Cactus & Succulent Society, Oct. 1997; used with the author’s 

permission) 
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